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The Romance of Crossing Borders 2017-01-01 what draws people to study abroad or volunteer in far off communities often the answer is
romance the romance of landscapes people languages the very sense of border crossing and longing for liberation attraction to the
unknown yearning to make a difference this volume explores the complicated and often fraught desires to study and volunteer abroad
in doing so the book sheds light on how affect is managed by educators and mobilized by students and volunteers themselves and how
these structures of feeling relate to broader social and economic forces
Crossing Borders 2012-11-01 to prepare for an increasingly globalized world chernotsky and hobbs new introductory text crossing
borders offers a clear compelling framework for understanding the global forces that both unite and separate world citizens with smart
features designed to promote critical thinking the book invites students to envision the future roles they might play on the international
stage and guides them in developing the intercultural competencies they need to get there looking at types of borders geographical
political economic social and cultural and then delving into extended case study chapters to explore the specific challenges they pose the
authors help students see how these borders contribute to our understanding of the world
Transforming Study Abroad 2018-12-17 written for study abroad practitioners this book introduces theoretical understandings of key
study abroad terms including the global national culture native speaker immersion and host society building theories on these notions
with perspectives from cultural anthropology political science educational studies linguistics and narrative studies it suggests ways to
incorporate them in study abroad practices through attention to daily activities via the concept of immersion it reframes study abroad not
as an encounter with cultural others but as an occasion to analyze constructions of differences in daily life backgrounded by structural
arrangements
Crossing Borders 2009-05-16 this book explores the processes of self understanding that take place in a group of chinese women studying
in universities in the united states in the past few decades there has been an increasing number of chinese women attending u s
universities yet their psychological experiences within american culture have not been a focus of study by researchers in higher
education those who crossed geographic cultural and psychological borders to study in the u s described their change as a basic
psychological process called reweaving a fragmented self this book contributes to the educator s understanding of the diversity of
international women s student experiences expectations and desires
Baseline study of cross-border data exchange in the Nordic and Baltic countries: Final report 2021-11-29 available online pub norden org
temanord2021 547 the finnish presidency project on data exchange achieving the world s smoothest cross border mobility and daily life
through digitalisation 2021 2023 has produced this baseline study report the report outlines the current situation of cross border data
exchange between authorities in the nordic and baltic countries while focusing on the three work packages of the presidency project



studying in another nordic baltic country using health services in another nordic baltic country and the versatile use of the nordic baltic
legislative databases additionally the barriers to cross border data exchange was assessed based on the four interoperability layers of the
european interoperability framework legal organisational semantic and technical interoperability the report will form the basis of the
continued work of the presidency project
Crossing Borders 2021-07-12 crossing borders helps students develop a framework for understanding the various disciplines that
constitute international studies by exploring the many boundaries they knowingly and unknowingly cross on a daily basis renowned
authors harry i chernotsky and heidi h hobbs address the diverse fields of international studies geography politics economics sociology
and anthropology giving instructors a launching point to pursue their own disciplinary interests this bestseller not only helps students to
better grasp international affairs but also offers advice on how they can engage with global issues through study abroad internships and
career options updated thoroughly to reflect recent events and trends the fourth edition assesses the covid 19 pandemic the use of social
media to interfere in elections the role of china in trade investment and finance and the tensions surrounding persistent racial and
gender inequities around the world included with this text the online resources for your text are available via the password protected
instructor resource site
Crossing Borders 1995 examines the issues and problems of asian transmigration of interest to the international academic community as
well as administrators policy makers government officials and officers of non government organizations
Crossing Borders 1999 a companion to border studies taking into consideration all aspects this book has a very important role in the
professional literature of border studies cross border review yearbook of the european institute summing up highly recommended upper
division undergraduates and above choice this book with its interdisciplinary team of authors from many world regions shows the state
of the art in this research field admirably ulf hannerz stockholm university this volume will be the definitive work on borders and
border related processes for years into the future the editors have done an outstanding job of identifying key themes and of assembling
influential scholars to address these themes david nugent emory university this urgently needed companion edited by two leading
figures of border studies reflects past insights and showcases new directions a must read for understanding territory power and the state
dr nick vaughan williams university of warwick this impressive collection will have a broad appeal beyond specialist border studies
anyone with an interest in the nation state nationalism ethnicity political geography or indeed the whole historical project of the
modern world system will want to have access to a copy the substantive scope is global and the intellectual reach deep and wide simply
indispensable richard jenkins university of sheffield dramatic growth in the number of international borders has coincided in recent
years with greater mobility than ever before of goods people and ideas as a result interest in borders as a focus of academic study has



developed into a dynamic multi disciplinary field embracing perspectives from anthropology development studies geography history
political science and sociology authors provide a comprehensive examination of key characteristics of borders and frontiers including
cross border cooperation security and controls migration and population displacements hybridity and transnationalism a companion to
border studies brings together these disciplines and viewpoints through the writing of an international collection of preeminent border
scholars drawing on research from africa asia the middle east europe and the americas the contributors argue that the future of border
studies lies within such diverse collaborations which approach comparatively the features of borders worldwide
A Companion to Border Studies 2012-03-28 the covid 19 pandemic has traumatized many in europe but especially those in the border
regions the effects of bordering have caused a feeling of the end to a europe without borders where free circulation is no longer possible
this is especially the case for young people and students of the erasmus generation who all profit from the possibility of mobility what
sort of experiences were typical among university students in border regions throughout the period of the covid 19 pandemic many of
the students have no experience yet of a normal university course of a tutorial or even a lecture at their university with this book
katarzyna stok osa and birte wassenberg decided to give a platform to their students at the university of southern denmark the german
danish border region and the university of strasbourg the franco german border region the students write about their studies and life
during the circumstances of covid 19 katarzyna stok osa is associate professor for border region studies at the department of political
science and public management at the university of southern denmark birte wassenberg is professor in contemporary history at sciences
po at the university of strasbourg
Living and Studying in the Pandemic 2022-09-26 transnational composition is a site for engaging with difference across populations
economies languages and borders and for asking how cultures languages and national imaginaries interanimate one another organized in
three parts the book addresses the transnational in composition in scholarship teaching and administration it brings together contributions
from institutional geopolitical and cultural contexts ranging across north america europe latin america africa the middle east asia and the
caribbean and covers writing in english chinese multiple european languages latin american spanish african and west indian creoles and
guianan french exploring the relationship among transnational international global and translingual approaches to composition while
complicating the term composition itself essays draw on theories of border work mobility liminality cross border interaction center
periphery contours superdiversity and transnational rhetoric and address among other topics models of cognitive processing principles of
universal design and frames of critical literacy awareness
Teaching and Studying Transnational Composition 2022-11-18 marriages that involve the migration of at least one of the spouses
challenge two intersecting facets of the politics of belonging the making of the good and legitimate citizens and the acceptable family in



europe cross border marriages have been the target of increasing state controls an issue of public concern and the object of scholarly
research the study of cross border marriages and the ways these marriages are framed is inevitably affected by states concerns and
priorities there is a need for a reflexive assessment of how the categories employed by state institutions and agents have impacted the
study of cross border marriages this collection of essays analyses what is at stake in the regulation of cross border marriages and how
european states use particular categories e g sham forced and mixed marriages to differentiate between acceptable and non acceptable
marriages when researchers use these categories unreflexively they risk reproducing nation centred epistemologies and reinforcing
state informed hierarchies and forms of exclusion the chapters in this book offer new insights into a timely topic and suggest ways to
avoid these pitfalls differentiating between categories of analysis and categories of practice adopting methodologies that do not mirror
nation states logic and engaging with general social theory outside migration studies this book will be of interest to researchers and
academics of sociology politics international relations social and cultural anthropology human geography social work and public policy
barring one all the chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue in the journal of ethnic and migration studies
Cross-Border Marriages 2023-03-21 available online pub norden org temanord2023 542 the handbook of cross border data exchange is part
of the project world s smoothest cross border mobility and daily life through digitalisation with a broader objective of streamlining the
daily life and mobility of citizens and companies across borders by facilitating the exchange of data between authorities in the nordic and
baltic countries the handbook is collects the lessons learned in cross border data exchange in the fields of studying and using
healthservices in another nordic and baltic country and in the use of nordic and baltic legal databases the aim is to provide the reader
with insights and ideas for future development by pinpointing identified networks interesting initiatives and potential funding
mechanisms as well as highlighting case examples that could be utilised in the development of cross border collaboration
Handbook of cross-border data exchange within the Nordic and Baltic countries 2010-04-30 this collection identifies the challenges facing
area studies as an organized intellectual project in this era of globalization focusing in particular on conceptual issues and implications for
pedagogical practice in asia and the pacific the crisis in area studies is widely acknowledged various prescriptions for solutions have been
forthcoming but few have also pursued practical applications of critical ideas for both teachers and students remaking area studies not
only makes the case for more culturally sensitive and empowering forms of area studies but indicates how these ideas can be translated
into effective student centered learning practices through the establishment of interactive regional learning communities this
pathbreaking work features original contributions from leading theorists of globalization and critics of area studies as practiced in the u s
essays in the first part of the book problematize the accepted categories of traditional area making practices taken together they provide
an alternative conceptual framework for area studies that informs the subsequent contributions on pedagogical practices to incorporate



critical perspectives from the areas studied chapters examine the development of area studies programs in japan and the pacific islands
not surprisingly given the lessons learned from critical examinations of area studies in the u s there are competing state institutional and
intellectual perspectives involved in each of these contexts that need to be taken into account before embarking on an interactive and
collaborative area studies across pacific asia finally area studies practitioners reflect on their experiences developing and teaching
interactive web based courses linking classrooms in six universities located in hawai i singapore the philippines japan new zealand and
fiji these collaborative on line teaching and learning initiatives were designed specifically to address some of the conceptual and
theoretical concerns associated with the production and dissemination of contemporary area studies knowledge multiauthored chapters
draw useful lessons for international collaborative learning in an era of globalization both in terms of their successes and occasional
failures uniquely combining theoretical institutional and practical perspectives across the asia pacific region remaking area studies
contributes to a rethinking and reinvigorating of regional approaches to knowledge formation in higher education contributors conrado
balabat lonny carlile t c chang hezekiah a concepcion arif dirlik jeremy eades gerard finin jon goss peter hempenstall lily kong lisa law
martin w lewis robert nicole neil smith teresia teaiwa ricardo trimillos christine yano terence wesley smith
Remaking Area Studies 2016-04-01 throughout history the functions and roles of borders have been continuously changing they can
only be understood in their context shaped as they are by history politics and power as well as cultural and social issues borders are
therefore complex spatial and social phenomena which are not static or invariable but which are instead highly dynamic this
comprehensive volume brings together a multidisciplinary team of leading scholars to provide an authoritative state of the art review of
all aspects of borders and border research it is truly global in scope and besides embracing the more traditional strands of the field
including geopolitics migration and territorial identities it also takes in recently emerging topics such as the role of borders in a
seemingly borderless world creating neighbourhoods and border enforcement in the post 9 11 era
The Routledge Research Companion to Border Studies 2013-04-15 studying english literature and language is unique in offering both an
introduction and a companion for students taking english literature and language degrees combining the functions of study guide critical
dictionary and text anthology this is a freshly recast version of the highly acclaimed the english studies book this third edition features
fresh sections on the essential skills and study strategies needed to complete a degree in english from close reading research and
referencing to full guidelines and tips on essay writing participating in seminars presentations and revision an authoritative guide to the
life skills further study options and career pathways open to graduates of the subject updated introductions to the major theoretical
positions and approaches taken by scholars in the field from earlier twentieth century practical criticism to the latest global and ecological
perspectives extensive entries on key terms such as author genre narrative and translation widely current in debates across language



literature and culture coverage of both local and global varieties of the english language in a range of media and discourses including
news advertising text messaging rap pop and street art an expansive anthology representing genres and discourses from early elegy and
novel to contemporary performance flash fiction including writers as diverse as aphra behn emily dickinson j m coetzee angela carter
russell hoban adrienne rich and arundhati roy a comprehensive regularly updated companion website supplying further information
and activities sample analyses and a wealth of stimulating and reliable links to further online resources studying english literature and
language is a wide ranging and invaluable reference for anyone interested in the study of english language literature and culture
Studying English (Pope) 2023-08-10 the isatt 40th anniversary yearbook presented over three volumes celebrates the contributions of
isatt members over time and offers current scholarly research to inform current and future teacher education and teaching
Studying Teaching and Teacher Education 2012-09-21 rational exploitation and utilization of natural and environmental resources is
more difficult in cross border areas than in areas under the jurisdiction of a single authority moreover cross border resource management
is constrained by the number of independent stakeholders involved the primary reasons for this come from the uneven spatial
distribution of production factors as well as the non cooperative cross border mechanism resulting from two or more political regimes
faced with cross border pollution policymakers tend to be shortsighted emphasizing the direct costs and benefits of their own regional
development at the expenses of their neighbors in addition research institutions and international donor agencies have not paid full
attention to the problems common in cross border areas consequently cross border area studies remain a marginalized easily forgotten
topic the main objectives of this book are to clarify how natural and human systems interact in cross border areas under conditions of
uncertain imperfect information and in some circumstances irreversibility to identify and where possible quantify the various impacts of
the border on the environmental activities in cross border areas to evaluate the costs and benefits of cross border cooperation in the
exploitation and utilization of natural and environmental resources and to recommend measures in improving national and international
legal and regulatory mechanisms for resource exploitation and environmental protection in cross border areas
Cross-Border Resource Management 2022-11-07 in recent years disaster events spreading across national borders have increased which
requires improved collaboration between countries by means of an agent based simulation and an empirical study this thesis provides
valuable insights for decision makers in order to overcome barriers in cross border cooperation and thus enhance borderland resilience
for future events finally implications for today s world in terms of globalization versus emerging nationalism are discussed
Cross-Border Collaboration in Disaster Management 1999 yhteenveto sammanfattning kokkuvõte rezûme
The Biosphere Reserve Concept in the Nordic Countries and Their Cross-border Regions 2013 proceeding of the nato advanced research
workshop on security and cross border cooperation in the eu the black sea region and southern caucasus ankara turkey 23 24 september



2011 title page verso
Security and Cross-border Cooperation in the EU, the Black Sea Region and Southern Caucasus 2009-09-10 production studies is the first
volume to bring together a star studded cast of interdisciplinary media scholars to examine the unique cultural practices of media
production the all new essays collected here combine ethnographic sociological critical material and political economic methods to explore
a wide range of topics from contemporary industrial trends such as new media and niche markets to gender and workplace hierarchies
together the contributors seek to understand how the entire span of media producers ranging from high profile producers and directors
to anonymous stagehands and costume designers work through professional organizations and informal networks to form communities of
shared practices languages and cultural understandings of the world
Production Studies 2007 the contributors to globalizing cultural studies ethnographic interventions in theory method and policy take as
their central topic the problematic status of the global within cultural studies in the areas of theory method and policy and particularly in
relation to the intersections of language power and identity in twenty first century post 9 11 culture s writing against the anglo centric
ethnographic gaze that has saturated various cultural studies projects to date contributors offer new interdisciplinary autobiographical
ethnographic textual postcolonial poststructural and political economic approaches to the practice of cultural studies this edited volume
foregrounds twenty five groundbreaking essays plus a provocative foreword and an insightful afterword in which the authors show
how globalization is articulated in the micro and macro dimensions of contemporary life pointing to the need for cultural studies to be
more systematically engaged with the multiplicity and difference that globalization has proffered
Globalizing Cultural Studies 2022-03-25 this book focuses on how to promote cross border economic cooperation in the context of china
national strategy including bri this book summarizes the existing regional economic development theories and sorts out the relevant
theories of cross border economic cooperation then it analyzes the industrial development of china s southwestern border and
neighboring countries the main reasons of rural household poverty in the border ethnic areas by means of empirical methods and
proposes corresponding policy implications also it explores the current border investment and trade policies of china and compares the
similarities and differences between china and vietnam and laos and myanmar
Cross-Border Economic Cooperation Between China and Southeast Asian Countries 2022-05-10 the routledge companion to politics and
literature in english provides an interdisciplinary overview of the vibrant connections between literature politics and the political
featuring contributions from 44 scholars across a variety of disciplines the collection is divided into five parts connecting literature and
politics constituting the polis periods and histories media genre and techne and spaces organized around familiar concepts such as humans
animals workers empires nations and states rather than theoretical schools it will help readers to understand the ways in which



literature affects our understanding of who is capable of political action who has been included in and excluded from politics and how
different spaces are imagined to be political it also offers a series of engagements with key moments in literary and political history from
1066 to the present in order to assess and reassess the utility of conventional modes of periodization the book extends current discussions
in the area looking at cutting edge developments in the discipline of literary studies which will appeal to academics and researchers
seeking to orient their own interventions within broader contexts
Reducing the harm from alcohol by regulating cross-border alcohol marketing, advertising and promotion 2023-05-31 selecting migrants
based on skill has become a widely practised migration policy in many countries around the world since the late 20th century research
on skilled and highly skilled migration has raised important questions about the value and ethics of skill based labour mobility more
recent research has begun to question the concept of skill and skill categorisation in both government policy and academic research
taking the view that skills are socially constructed categories and highly malleable concepts in practice this edited volume centres the
discussion on the following questions who are the arbitrators of skill what constitutes skill and how is skill constructed in the migration
process and in turn how does skill affect the mobility the empirical studies in this volume show that diverse actors are involved in the
process of identifying evaluating and shaping migrant skill the interpretation of migrants skill is frequently distorted by their ascriptive
characteristics such as race ethnicity gender and nationality reflecting the influence of colonial legacy global inequality as well as social
stratification finally this edited volume emphasises the complex and frequently reciprocal relationship between skill and mobility this
book will be of interest to researchers and advanced students of sociology human geography politics social anthropology economics and
social work it was originally published as a special issue of the journal of ethnic and migration studies
The Routledge Companion to Politics and Literature in English 2023-03-31 examines this phenomenon in cascadia which runs along the
canada us border in the pacific northwest assesses the impact that increased border security in the wake of 9 11 has had on border
residents will be of interest to researchers across border studies geography geopolitics and cultural studies as well as to policy makers and
other stakeholders with an interest in cross border cooperation
The Question of Skill in Cross-Border Labour Mobilities 2023-11-03 this book investigates how borders in former soviet union territories
have evolved and shifted in the thirty years since the end of the cold war the collapse of the soviet union in 1991 led to fifteen
independent states and numerous de facto states but this process of rebordering is not finished and social economic infrastructural cultural
and political networks and spaces continue to develop this book explores the intersection between these geopolitical shifts and the
individual lived experience drawing on cases from across border regions in the caucasus central asia and eastern europe throughout the
book introduces and frames the case studies with well informed theoretical conceptual and methodological overviews that situate them



within border studies in general and post soviet border spaces in particular overall the book demonstrates that like a kaleidoscope the
dynamic elements in these newly evolved border regions are similar yet strikingly different in their juxtapositions with the appearance
of new configurations often dependent on changing geopolitical constellations this timely guide to the post soviet world thirty years
after the cold war will be of interest to researchers across border studies politics geography social anthropology history eastern european
studies central asian studies and caucasian studies
Constructing a Cross-Border Region in the Pacific Northwest 2022-08-18 working practices between the uk and welsh assembly
governments in relation to cross border policies appear much improved since the committee s earlier reports on this subject but a
number of outstanding issues remain in transport health and further and higher education on transport the committee welcomes the
planned electrification of the great western main line however the department for transport appears to have washed its hands of any
strategic responsibility for cross border roads the a483 is the clearest example of a road vital for travel within wales but which is not
important to the english region in which it is located and as a result loses out on funding the committee stresses the need for
comparative data on which to build solid research comparing nhs performance in the devolved nations more needs to be done to raise
public awareness of the differences in services people can expect to receive on both sides of the border transparency of information is
vital research proposals in the uk government s higher ambitions strategy for higher education make no reference to nations other than
england despite the uk wide research remit of the department for business innovation and skills the committee calls for details about
how research funding proposals apply to all four nations
Post-Soviet Borders 2010-03-11 as a consequence of globalization news ideas and knowledge are moving quickly across national borders
and generating international spillovers so too however are economic and financial crises combining a variety of methods concepts and
interdisciplinary approaches this book provides an in depth examination of these structural changes and their impact assessing the
implications of globalization for businesses and sectors chapters focus on the interdependencies between different economic and political
layers and explore topics such as human capital creativity innovation networks and collaboration
Cross-border provision of public services for Wales 2018 this book provides a unique and multifaceted view on and understanding of
borders and their manifestations physical and mental cultural and geographical and as a question of life and death it highlights the green
belt along the iron curtain which offered a haven for rare species for many decades and after the cold war became a veritable treasure
trove for a european network of researchers a geographical border is something that can be seen but other borders sometimes have to be
crossed to be discovered the border zone is an arena for development that is not found in any other places this book focuses on
borderology which became the name of a cross border study and research program that explores the border zone from multiple



perspectives this cross disciplinary book will appeal to interested researchers and students from many fields from philosophy and
diplomacy to ecology and geography
Globalization, International Spillovers and Sectoral Changes 2018-10-04 this edited volume increases knowledge about children and
young people living in borderlands passing through borders and de constructing borders as well as highlights the potential of studying
how children and young people imagine act cross and inhabit symbolic and material borders the study of borders and borderlands is
growing extensively but the experiences of children and young people in the turmoil of border changes and border crossings remain
under researched adopting a multidisciplinary approach this edited volume has a twofold objective to increase knowledge about children
and young people living in borderlands passing through borders and de constructing borders and to highlight the potential of studying
how children and young people imagine act cross and inhabit symbolic and material borders with the aim of advancing the theoretical
and empirical debate within border studies the chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the journal of
borderlands studies
Borderology: Cross-disciplinary Insights from the Border Zone 2022-05-12 international migration presents the human face of
globalization roger waldinger addresses a paradox at its core emigrants departing one society become immigrants in another tying those
two societies together he explains how interconnections between place of origin and destination are built and maintained and why they
eventually fall apart
Children, Young People and Borders 2015-01-05 this handbook examines the study of international relations ir in russia giving a
comprehensive analysis of historical theoretic conceptual geographical and institutional aspects it identifies the place and role of russia in
global ir and discusses the factors that facilitate or impede the development of russian ir studies the contributors represent diverse russian
regions and ir schools and offer an overview of different intellectual traditions and key ir paradigms in the post soviet era filling the
vacuum in international understanding of the russian perspective on pivotal international issues they demonstrate the continuity and
change in russia s international policy course over the past three decades and explain how different foreign policy schools and concepts
have affected russian foreign policy making and the decision making process providing a unique contribution to the discussion on non
western ir theory this handbook will appeal to scholars and students of international relations russian studies world politics and
international studies
The Cross-Border Connection 2023-02-27 examines the challenges facing german language study in the new millennium and highlights
how creative innovative inspired approaches have allowed it to weather many of them
The Routledge Handbook of Russian International Relations Studies 2009 the contributors place the development of asian studies



programs in small colleges in historical context make a compelling case for the inclusion of asian studies in the liberal arts curriculum and
consider the challenges faced in developing and sustaining asian studies programs and ways of meeting such challenges now and in the
future
Journal of Borderlands Studies 2015 cross border studies have become attractive for a number of fields including international migration
studies of material and cultural globalization and history while cross border studies have expanded the critique on nation centered
research lens has also grown this book revisits drawbacks of methodological nationalism in theory and methodological strategies it
summarizes research methodologies of the current studies on transnationalization and globalization such as multi scalar and transnational
approaches global and multi sited ethnography as well as the entangled history approach and the incorporating comparison approach this
collected volume goes beyond rhetorical criticism on methodological nationalism which is mainly associated with the ignorance and
naturalization of national categories it proffers insights for the systematic implementation of novel research strategies within empirical
studies deployed by young and senior scholars the novelty lies in an interdisciplinary lens ranging from sociology social anthropology
and history
Taking Stock of German Studies in the United States 2016-07-08 this edited volume increases knowledge about children and young
people living in borderlands passing through borders and de constructing borders as well as highlights the potential of studying how
children and young people imagine act cross and inhabit symbolic and material borders the study of borders and borderlands is growing
extensively but the experiences of children and young people in the turmoil of border changes and border crossings remain under
researched adopting a multidisciplinary approach this edited volume has a twofold objective to increase knowledge about children and
young people living in borderlands passing through borders and de constructing borders and to highlight the potential of studying how
children and young people imagine act cross and inhabit symbolic and material borders with the aim of advancing the theoretical and
empirical debate within border studies the chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the journal of borderlands
studies
Asia in the Undergraduate Curriculum: A Case for Asian Studies in Liberal Arts Education 2012-05-31
Beyond Methodological Nationalism 2022-05-11
Children, Young People and Borders
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